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MIs Universal Motors (Pvt.) Ltd.,
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The Secretary,
Revenue Division, ... Respondent
Islamabad

Dealing Officer Ms. Adila Rehman, Advisor
Appraising Officer Dr Arslan Subuctageen, Advisor
Authorized Representative Complainant in person
Departmental Representative : Mr. Umar Shafique, AddI-Collector

Malik Muhammad Hashim, Sr Preventive Officer,
Collectorate of Customs (A) East (via zoom)

FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS

This Complaint was filed against Mr. Umar Shafique, Additional

Collector, Mr Wahaj Saghir, Deputy Collector and Malik Muhammad

Hashim, Senior Preventive Officer, Collectorate of Customs

(Appraisement)-East, Custom House, Karachi, in terms of Section 10(1)

of the Federal Tax Ombudsman Ordinance, 2000 (FTO Ordinance), for

delay in release of Complainant’s six buses.

2. Precisely, facts of the case, as narrated in Complaint, are that the

Complainant imported a consignment of 10 buses. Out of these, four buses

had been released on the basis of declared value (RMB 480,000), however,

remaining six buses had not been released bearing GD No.KEWB-HC

2907-20-10-22, GD No.KEWB-HC-29o8-20...1022 No written explanation

had been provided as to why these buses were not being released and no

justification had been given. Despite lapse of 19 days and accrual of

Rs.54,000/- per day as demurrage without any reasons in writing, the

Department was refusing to release the Complainant’s buses despite

*Date of registration in FTO Sect.
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repeated requests. The Department was proceeding with mal-intent and

bad faith against the Complainant at the behest of its competitor (Master

Motors Corporation (Pvt) Ltd). It was a settled law that all statutes were to

be applied fairly and justly. The Complainant prayed that respondents be

directed to release remaining six buses. It was further prayed that actions

ofDepartmentThW~ëEIã?~Eflöbe malWdiThiTh~t?ätibWand appropriaté’ië~äl

action be taken against the Department.

3. The Complaint was referred to Secretary, Revenue Division, for

comments, in terms of Section 10(4) of the FTC Ordinance, read with

Section 9(1) of the Federal Ombudsmen Institutional Reforms Act, 2013.

In response, Collector, Collectorate of Customs (Appraisement)-East,

Custom House, Karachi, vide letter dated 12.12.2022, submitted parawise

comments, stating therein that one MIs Master Motor Corporation (Pvt)

Limited, vide letter No. Nil dated 01.04.2022, complained about release of

buses at under-invoiced value. In view of complaint, GD KEWB-HC

15285-28-04-2022 of Complainant and two GDs of MIs Universal Auto

Engineering had been intercepted and later on released provisionally

under Section 81 of the Customs Act, 1969. The Collectorate, from time

to time, sought proof of transaction value from the Complainant but no

such information was provided. Meanwhile, the Collectorate had

requisitioned China Customs Export GD from the concerned shipping

agent MIs Legend Shipping & Logistics (Pvt) Karachi vide notices

No. SI/MiscIKAPEI7OI2O22-VI I dated 04.10.2022 and 24.10.2022 who had

supplied BL No. SK028 dated 20.01.2022, China Export GD

No.220120220000003680 dated 21.01.2022 in respect of three (3) buses

imported by the Complainant showing a value of US$85000 per bus and

another China Export GD No.220120210000078764 dated 21.01 .2022 in

respect of twenty-nine (29) buses showing two buses @US$85900 per

bus, 20 buses @U5S87000 per bus and seven buses @US$85000 per
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bus and two BLs No.VGSKAOI2F and VGSKAOI2H both dated

28.12.2022, in this regard. The documents provided by shipping agent

had been examined and it transpired that contents of China Export GD

No.220120220000003680 dated 21 .01 .2022 under BL No. SK028 dated

20.01.2022 matched 100% with declaration filed by Complainant under

_______GD_No. KEWB:h10.15285:28a04;2022...except_that...the...unit_valUe_was

declared US$73,470 per bus, instead of correct value US$85,000. Both

China Customs GD and Pakistan Customs records showed that vessel is

“Oceana Sun”, manifested under VIR KWWB-0066-07022022 in Pakistan

Customs and all buses on the said vessels were claimed by Complainant.

The China Export GD No.220120210000078764 dated 21.01.2022 in

respect of(29) buses showed BL No. VGSKAOI2, Vessel “V Glory VGI2”,

manifested in Pakistan Customs under VIR KWWB-0015-12012022. It

was worthwhile to note that vessel “V Glory VGI2” was loaded with 29

buses and all of those were claimed either by MIs Universal Auto

Engineering or Complainant on broken BL5. The details of 20 buses

claimed on “V Glory VG12” by MIs Universal Auto Engg @US$ 73470

(whereas ascertained value was US$87000+Freight US$2000=Total

US$89000) were as under:

1. GD No.KEWB-HC-11823-14-02-2022 BL#VGSKAOI2AQty=1
2. GD No.KEWB-HC-13446-11-03-2022 BL#VGSKAOI2E Qty4
3. GD No.KEWB-HC-15112-27-04-2022 BL#VGSKAOI2F Qty=5
4. GD No.KEWB-HC-1 1705-11-02-2022 BL#VGSKAOI 2G Qty5
5. GD No.KEWB-HC-1 5189-27-04-2022 BL#VGSKAOI 2H Qty5

The remaining nine (9) buses were claimed by the Complainant

@US$72300 (whereas ascertained value was FOB US$85900+Freight

US$2000 Total US$87900) were as under:
1. GD No.KEWB-HC-1 3459-11-03-2022 BL#VGSKAO1 2B Qty=2
2. GD No.KEWB-HC-12966-02-03-2022 BL#VGSKAO12C Qty=3
3. GD No.KEWB-HC-1 1708-11-02-2022 BL#VGSKAO1 2D QtyM

On the basis of above referred China Customs Export GDs, the

Collectorate finalized provisional determination of above referred GDs. In
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the instant complaint, three GDs KEWB-HC-2907-20-10-2022, KEWB

HC-2908-20-10-2022 and KEWB-HC-2909-20-10-2022 were involved.

As, specifications and other details of buses imported vide these GDs

were same which were finalized previously, the same were assessed u/s

80 of the Customs Act, 1969. Later on, the Complainant had requested on

25.11.2022 for provisional-release’of-goods-u/s-8~1-of-the’Actrwhich-had

been accepted and accordingly, goods had been released provisionally

and would be finalized on the basis of evidence provided by the

Complainant.

4. Both AR/DR attended hearing on 13.12.2022. The AR reiterated his

grievances that some of the buses had been detained without any reason

on the behest of their competitor The DR/Addl-Collector informed that the

buses had already been released provisionally and delivery had been taken

by the Complainant. He also informed that Department had evidence of

under-invoicing which was being investigated and the importer had

throughout been kept in the loop. Both AR/DR were directed to submit

additional comments/grounds in the case before next date of hearing.

5. In response, the Collector submitted additional comments on

28.12.2022, stating therein that perusal of WeBOC system generated

Green Sheet and Log Reports in respect of consignments under GDs

KEWB-HC-2907-20-1 0-2022, KEWB-HC-2908-20-1 0-2022 and KEWB

HC-2909-20-10-2022 clearly showed that GDs were never assigned to

respondent Mr Omar Shafique, Additional Collector, or for that matter to

any Additional Collector, but Complainant named him as a respondent in

this complaint. Additional Collector had no role assigned in the

assessment process which gets finalized at the level of Deputy

Collector/Assistant Collector of the relevant group. In respect of other

respondent, it was submitted that impugned GDs were not originally

assigned to respondent Mr Malik Muhammad Hashim Senior Preventive
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Officer. On proceeding to leave of originally assigned Appraising Officer,

GDs were re-assigned to Respondent Mr Malik Muhammad Hashim on

09.11.2022 (national holiday). The GDs were opened on FIFO basis on

11.11.2022 and on the same day, those were completed and sent to the

Principal Appraiser In view of this position, Respondent Malik Muhammad

~Hashim~was.alsonot liabIe..for~.delays.(iLany.) Jhe.enclosedJogseports~—..

clearly showed that GD5 were filed on 20.10.2022 and were sent for

physical examination on the same day Physical examination was

completed on 22.10.2022. After completion of physical examination till

release of goods on provisional assessment basis, Collectorate kept on

requesting for documents from the importers in support of their declared

value, which they failed to submit. On 25.11.2022, the Complainant

requested for provisional release of the goods, which was allowed and the

goods were released on 26.11.2022. The perusal of the logs thus clearly

indicated no role of the respondent officers at serial No.1 in the entire

assessment process and no role of the officer at serial No. 3 in any delay

if at all it occurred on part of the Department. No delay occurred on part

of the Department and all delay was only because the importer was not

willing to submit the relevant documents which were obtained in alike

consignment and it was proved that the importer had been indulging in

mis-invoicing/under invoicing. Now as the said documents were not

provided, this Collectorate was trying to get those documents from other

relevant quarters and as such have provisionally cleared the consignment

under the relevant law to facilitate the importer The actual reason behind

this complaint has already been submitted in Collectorate’s reply dated

12.12.2022. The Respondents were officers who foiled attempt of mis

declaration of value by Complainant in other cases and the importer went

on to file frivolous complaints against them.
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6. In response to earlier comments, the Collector, vide letter dated

18.01.2023, submitted further comments, reiterating earlier submissions.

The Collector stated that in terms of Section 85(1 )(ii) of Qanoon-e

Shahadat Order 1984, the China Custom’s Export GDs were public

documents which were obtained from local keeper i.e. concerned shipping

agent-under—proper—Musheemamermeaning-that-.they-were-acceptable—

piece of evidence. It was further added that in terms of Section 2(kka),

“Goods Declaration” (irrespective of foreign or Pakistani) was custom

documents. It was submitted that value on a Goods Declaration was

always based upon an invoice which an exporter/supplier declares before

the concerned Customs Authority. In the instant case, China Customs

Export GD5/Goods Declaration were bonafidely admissible documents in

terms of Section 85(1)(ii) of Qanoon-e-Shahadat Order 1984 read with

Section 2(kka) of the Customs Act, 1969. It was accepted to the extent

that Exclusive Distribution Agreement with the Higer was verified by

Pakistan Embassy in China. As far as values of goods were concerned,

Pakistan Mission just forwarded invoice and other documents received

from non-official sources to them through email without their comments.

That’s why those were not considered. Later on, China Export GD

No.220120220000003680 dated 21.01.2022 and China Export GD

No.220120210000078764 dated 21.01.2022 were received from the

concerned local agent, which confirmed actual transaction value. As far

as assessment under CGO 14/2006, the following points are submitted:
a. the language of Para 1 of CGO 1 4/2005 dated 05.06.2005 suggests that

it is meant for assessment of value of vehicles imported by others, it does
not cover vehicles imported by the local agent himself.

b. Para 1 of CGO 14/2005 dated 05.06.2005 states that the FOB value of
a motor vehicle at the time of its manufacture, as certified by the
manufacturers or their authorized local agents shall be accepted. In the
instant case, value mentioned on China Customs’ aforesaid export GDS
reflect declared values of the manufacturer. In this way, condition of the
CGO has been fulfilled too.

c. The CGO 14/2005 dated 05.06.2005 being an administrative notification
is meant for removal of difficulties in the valuation of vehicles in absence
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or insufficient evidence for value assessment of vehicles due to the
reason that vehicles of various brand, make and specifications exists. In
absence of value evidence, value assessment of a vehicle is a
cumbersome task. Whereas, in normal situations, value of the goods is
assessed under Section 25 or 25A of the Customs Act, 1969.

d. In the instant case, when China Customs Declarations were retrieved
through the concerned shipping agent, the application of CGQ 14/2005
became ceased and Section 25(1) of the Customs Act, 1969 became
applicable and the value of goods of the Petitioners was finalized
accordingly.

It was once again submitted that acting on good faith and believing

truthfulness of Complainant on the basis of verification of Exclusive

Distribution Agreement by Pakistan Mission in China and meeting of

representative of Higer with Collector and Chief Collector, four initial GDs

were released on declared value. After release of four buses, China

Export GD No.220120220000003680 dated 21.01 .2022 and China Export

GD No.220120210000078764 dated 21 .01 .2022 were received from the

concerned local agent which did not confirm declared value of

Complainant.

7. The Complainant/AR also submitted rejoinder on 12.01.2023,

stating therein that instant complaint in essence pertained to illegal non-

release of six buses out of ten whereas four buses from same

consignment were released. However, instead of addressing these

allegations the respondents! Department through their reply raised a

number of issues which were not directly related to this controversy and

pertained to other consignments, in order to confuse this Forum. Further

submitted that with respect to consignments of Complainant a detailed

verification exercise, spanning several months, had been completed by

the Custom Department through which express written verifications were

obtained from exporter in China (1-liger Bus Co. Ltd) and were routed

through Pakistan Embassy in Beijing and Shanghai. During first hearing

in the Complaint the DR5 were specifically asked on behalf of this Forum

whether such verification was done by them through the concerned
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embassy. In response to which no reply was provided and stated that this

issue would be responded in written reply but as was evident no such

reply had yet been made. Through “Additional Submissions” it was

contended by Department that GD5 forming the subject mailer of the

Complaint were never assigned to the ADC and, therefore, he had no

•responsibility-in-this-respectrFurther~GDs~were~not-originally-assigned-to

Senior Preventive Officer, however, it was admitted in same submission

that Additional Collector was assigned the GDs subsequently. It was

notable that Respondents/Department once again were not providing any

explanation for non-release of six buses, which amply demonstrated their

illegality, rather a half-hearted attempt was being made to shift the liability

for this illegality from the shoulders of the Respondents. However even

this contention of Respondents was completely misconceived and

unsustainable. Firstly, it was admitted that Additional Collector was in fact

responsible for these GDs. In respect of ADC, it was worth noting that he

was acting as Additional Collector-Il, Appraisement (East), Custom House

Karachi, Group-VIl. He was responsible for GDs and their assessment,

appraisement and with respect to release or non-release of the

consignment in question. The other respondents were subordinate to

ADC. Keeping the scheme and hierarchy of Department in view, the ADC

could not escape liability by simply stating that GDs were not assigned to

him. It was remarkable that ADC assessed four buses out of ten on

declared value on 19.10.2022. However, remaining six buses could not

be assessed on same basis till 11.11.2022. There was no explanation for

this or for why six buses could not be assessed on same basis as the four

Clearly, respondents/Department kept six buses in hand in order to dictate

terms to Complainant and once instant Complaint was filed suddenly the

respondents/Department assessed six buses at the higher value. The

Complainant further contended that a formal verification letter dated

14.10.2022 was issued by Commercial Section Embassy of Pakistan,
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Beijing to the Chief (International Customs), FBR Islamabad. This letter

appended a formal verification in Beijing dated 11.10.2022, expressly

reconfirming the Complainant as its exclusive distributor and also

expressly confirming the invoices in question. On the basis of verification,

the Complainant met with Collector on 15.10.2022 in presence of ADC

and the Collector directed ADC to complete assessment of 13 buses in

view of above verification. On 19.10.2022, four buses were released out

of ten on declared value upon clear cut directives of ADC to Senior

Preventive Officer On 20.10.2022, the Complainant filed GDs of

remaining six buses, however, during intervening period ADC called the

Complainant and informed that the Department had received some export

documents which raised issues with Complainant’s imports in respect of

13 buses. On Department’s call the Complainant reached Custom House

and met with ADC who informed that that reassessment would be made

in respect of 13 buses on the basis of export document. The Complainant

repeatedly asked the Department through verbally/written requests to see

export document in question but no such documents was shared. Further

submitted that the Chinese supplier (Higer) again visited Pakistan on

10.11.2022 and went to Custom House alongwith Complainant and met

with ADC. During meeting, the Chinese categorically denied the export

documents and also submitted an undertaking on 10.11.2022 on request

of ADC. After getting no positive response, the Chinese supplier met with

Director CPEC. It was further contended that the Department released six

buses provisionally on 26.11.2022 one day before date of hearing before

this Forum.

8. Both parties were heard and all available record perused. Although

determination of valuation does not fall within the domain of FTO in terms

of section 9(2) of FTO Ordinance 2000, however, in this case the process

of determination of valuation is followed by allegations of bad-intent and
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maladministration by the Complainant which are very much within the

purview of FTO.

9. In order to see the element of mal-administration or otherwise and

from the above discussion following questions/issues have emerged and

are to be seen first before decision:
a) Whether or not imported goods/buses were declared to the customs on

actually transacted value as claimed by complainant?
b) Whether or not value of buses have been understated/under invoiced by

the importer/complainant in the import documents and declaration given
to customs as alleged by customs?

c) Whether or not the importer/complainant has demonstrated before
custom authorities that the declared prices has not been influenced by
his exclusive relationship with the seller/exporter?

d) Whether or not there is any SOP/standard procedure in field for
determination of valuation of such consignments and if yes whether or
not followed?

e) What treatment is meted out to likewise goods/consignments of other
importers by the Collectorate and what are the previous
precedents/evidences?

f) whether or not the instant case involves mal-administration on the part
of Collectorate or any discriminatory and harsh treatment has been
meted out to complainant?

In order to see the matter in totality and to determine truthfulness the

Collectorates of Customs (A) East/West/P.M.B.Q, Karachi were asked,

vide this Office letter dated 02.02.2023, to give GD wise and date wise

timeline/trail of events/activities/along with statement and record of

previous clearances of at least one year as per the given format. In

response, the Collector, Collectorate of Customs (Appraisement)-East,

Karachi, vide letter dated 10.02.2023 submitted information as required in

the aforementioned table, containing 24-entries in the table and on very

next day the Collector submitted another table containing 123 entries. The

Collector, Port Muhammad Bin Qasim stated that there were no clearance

of buses in the relevant period. The information was shared with the

Complainant for his feedback. The Complainant, vide letter dated

15.02.2023, stated that two GDs No.KAPE-HC-164899-07-03-22 and
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KAPE-HC-172453-18-03-22 of MIs Master Motor Corporation (Pvt)

Limited were missed in the information and agitated that the Department,

malafidely/ deliberately, did not mention these two GDs in the table and

this is the same person/unit who filed complaint dated 01.04.2022 against

the Complainant regarding under-invoicing. The Complainant further

mentioned GD No.KPBI:IdC.1.361&1 2;09:2022..which_wa&nqt.disclosed_____

by the Collectorate, Port Muhammad Bin Qasim. It is observed that the

Department did not provide the full/exact information as per prescribed

format, especially the GDs relating to M/s Master Motors Limited who is

also competitor of Complainant and made a complaint dated 01.04.2022

against the Complainant of under-invoicing. Non-mentioning of above-

mentioned GD5 in the table/information clearly shows the malafide

intention of the Department and also shows the collaboration between M/s

Master Motor Corporation (Pvt) Limited and concerned Officers of

Collectorate. The Collectorates are intentionally suppressing and

concealing material information from even the FTC Office which is a

serious matter of concern and warrants immediate disciplinary action on

its own.

10. The Complaint relates to inordinate delay in assessing the GDs and

not releasing of six buses of the Complainant which correspond to GD

No. KEWB—HC-2907-20-1 0-22, GD No.KEWB-HC-2908-20-1 0-22, GD

No. KEWB-HC-2909-20-1 0-22. As per the version of both sides, the GDs

were filed on 20.10.2022 and were provisionally released on 26.11.2022.

This is a lapse of 37 days. Department contends that there is no fault on

their part as they kept on requesting documents from the Complainant in

support of his declared value which he failed to submit. In response the

Complainant claims that no documents were ever required concerning

verification of invoices rather these documents were merely confirmation

of exchange rate. Here it was integral for Department to rebut the
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assertion through cogent evidence, however thus far the Department has

failed to provide any such documents or materials demonstrating that

information claimed pertained to verification of invoices.

11. The Department could not produce any valid document/proof of

under-invoicing made by the Complainant. The Department relied on

Musheername dated 25.10.2022 provided by Legend Shipping, in

response to letters dated 04.10.2022 and 24.10.2022. It is evident that the

Department did not provide afore-mentioned documents alongwith their

replies/hearings. These were provided only when this Office asked the

Department during last hearing. It is also observed that GDs were filed on

20.10.2022, why the Department did not release remaining six buses on

declared value despite the fact that earlier four buses were released on

declared value on the basis of verification/confirmation of Exclusive

Distribution Agreement by the Pakistan Mission in China and meeting of

representative of 1-liger with the Collector and Chief Collector The

Complainant also contends that the Department, with malafide intention,

assessed GDs regarding six buses on the basis of unauthentic/unverified

Export document and not on declared value and provisionally released six

buses on 25.11.2022, just one day before the hearing date fixed before

this Forum, whereas the Department, vide letter dated 14.11.2022,

addressed to Chief (International Customs), FBR, Islamabad, wherein it

was requested that “the re-confirmation/verification on the authenticity and

genuineness is required from Chinese Customs administration or any

other relevant authority through Pakistan Embassy, China for legal

purposes. It is further requested that details of Invoice No.A32021059-2

& AS202 1059 mentioned respectively in GD No.220120220000003680 &

220120210000078764 may be got retrieved from Chinese Customs or a

copy be obtained from MIs HIGER Bus Company Ltd, 288 Suhong Road,

Suzhou Industrial Park China”. This contention of Complainant carries
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weight on the ground that on one hand the Department wrote letter on

14.11.2022 to Chief (International Customs), FBR with the subject

“verification of the genuineness of the export GDs” and on the other

hand the Department assessed the GDs on the basis of export document

at higher value without any verification/confirmation from Chinese

Customs through FBR which proved the highhandedness on behalf of the

Department.

12. During hearing, the Complainant produced verification letter dated

14.10.2022 issued by Commercial Section, Embassy of Pakistan, Beijing

addressed to the Chief (International Customs), FBR Islamabad and

MCC(A)-East, Karachi alongwith Sales Manager, South Asian Regional,

Higer Bus’s verification letter dated 11.10.2022, expressly reconfirming

the Complainant as its exclusive distributor and also expressly confirming

the invoices in question. These verification documents were not denied by

the Department/DRs during hearing/replies. The Complainant’s

contention that the Chinese Supplier (Higer) visited Pakistan on

10.11.2022 and went to Custom House alongwith Complainant and met

with ADC. During meeting, the Chinese categorically denied the export

documents and also submitted an undertaking on 10.11.2022 on request

of ADC. This contention was also not dented by the DRs/Department.

13. Regarding Department’s reliance on export documents the

Complainant has vehemently challenged placing of reliance on such

documents. He cited judgment of Customs Appellate Tribunal in Customs

Appeal No. K-269/2021. The relevant portion of the judgment provides as

follows:
“Documents that are purposefully absent from Section 2(kka) of the Act are the
Shipping bill filed/transmitted by the exporter with the customs authority at the
port of the loading or the value on which export was effected which can only
mean that it was never the intent of the legislature to levy such a requirement.
Hence, description, value or any other detail available in the shipping bill filed
by the exporter at the port of shipment for the purpose of assessment by the
Customs officials of that countty cannot be construed as an “information” and
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or “document’ under the Act and that to for the legal purpose, such as passing
of assessment order or framing of contravention report on the basis of such
information. Even otherwise, it cannot be deemed to be construed as evidence
being falling short of the statutory criteria stipulated under Qanoon-e-Shahdat
Ordinance, 1984, in respect of foreign documents. Therefore, we are of the
opinion that the reliance on shipping bill of the exporting country or any other
such document cannot be made a tool for squeezing extra duty and taxes
otherwise not leviable under law.”

The Complainant cited another judgment of Customs-Appellate..T.ribunal~--—

Bench-Il, Karachi in Customs Appeal Nos.K-200/2023 & K-

201/2023/2218 dated 31.01.2023 tilted as MIs Causis Maas Transit

Private Limited versus the Collector of Customs (Adjudication-I) and

Collectorate of Customs (A)-East, Karachi wherein it was held by the

Tribunal in para 31 as under:

“as regards the charge of misdeclaration is concerned, we obseive
that the charge of misdeclaration can only be made on the
declaration of the importer is not responsible for the act or omission
of the exporter. If the exporter/foreign supplier has wrongly declared
the value on the GD filed with China Customs, for any reason, the
same cannot be made the basis for implicating the Appellant for the
charge of misdeclaration of value in the countiy of import. Rather
the same should be scrutinized on the basis of legal provisions on
valuation as well as evidence available on record”.

Perusal of both judgments provided by the Complainant reveals that

Department’s actions for assessing the buses/goods at higher rates only

relying on export documents and without any cogent proof/reasons are

illegal and without lawful authority. It is observed that the Department

cannot rely upon export documents for assessment purposes especially

when these documents are still subject to verification although such

documents do not pertain to the current consignment, subject matter of

instant case, but relate to previous consignment.

14. It is observed that the Complainant imported thirteen (13) buses

which were released on declared value on 06.05.2022 on provisional

basis. Subsequently, out of consignment of ten (10) buses four (4)

released on the basis of the previous value of thirteen (13) buses.
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However, six buses of the same consignment were detained. The

Complainant filed this Complaint before this Office on 08.11.2022.

Thereafter, the Department re-assessed the thirteen buses on 21.11.2022

which was already time barred under Section 81 of the Customs Act, 1969

and assessment regarding thirteen buses were liable to be assessed on

declared value.

FINDINGS:

15. Apparently, the Complainant has genuine grievances particularly

when exporter has verified the contents of invoice submitted to Customs

Department and four buses were assessed and released on declared

transacted value after necessary verifications and inquiry by the

Collectorate but remaining six buses were detained without any

cogent/explicit reason and remained detained till the filing of instant

complaint and released provisionally at higher rate on the basis of

unverified export documents that is still in the process of authentication

from exporter/Chinese authority which proved the malafide intention on

part of the Departmental officers/officials. The final assessment in thirteen

buses is also time barred under Section 81 of the Customs Act, 1969.

Departmental actions amount to maladministration in terms of Section

2(3) of the FTC Ordinance 2000. As delay in release of buses/goods was

not on the part of the Complainant, the Department should issue Delay

and Detention Certificate to the Complainant.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

15. FBRto:

(i) direct the Chief Collector, Collectorate of Customs
(Appraisement)-South to issue instructions to the subordinate
Collectorates to adopt the procedure as laid down in
Act/Rules/Regulations and not to discriminate against any
importer/exporter on one pretext or the other;
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(ii) direct the Collector, Collectorate of Customs (Appraisement)
East, Custom House, Karachi to revisit the assessment made
in remaining six buses, without any cogent reasons!
verification and assess the same afresh on the basis of
declared value/import data, strictly in accordance with law;

(iii) the Collector, Collectorate of Customs (Appraisement)-East,
Custom House, Karachi to revisit the assessment made in

——previous-thirteen-buses~which-was-time.barred-u!s.8•1-of-the
Customs Act, 1969 and decide it afresh on declared
valueñmport data, strictly in accordance with law;

(iv) issue Delay and Detention Certificate to the Complainant; and

(v) report compliance within 45 days.

(Dr. As
(HiIaI-i-Imtiaz)(Sitara-i-Imtiaz)

Federal Tax Ombudsman
Dated: in a ~2O23


